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Equestrian Club, and hosted by TV racing
presenter Luke Harvey.

Explaining why the Johnstons were to
be the recipients of his President’s Award,
Mr Townend said the couple had entered
racing in 1987 as outsiders to the training
establishment.  

“What they have achieved makes us all
stand in awe and total respect,” he said.

Then, to the stirring sound of bagpipes
playing Flower of Scotland, he introduced
a short film highlighting some of the
Johnston stars over the years, such as
Double Trigger, Attraction, Royal Rebel,
Mister Baileys and Poet’s Society  -  the
horse which became the record-breaking
4,194th winner last August.

When the film ended Mark and Deirdre
were led to the stage amid resounding
applause.  Luke Harvey introduced them,
saying simply:  “Ladies and gentlemen, a
phenomenal couple, Deirdre and Mark
Johnston. “

Speaking to Deirdre, he said that what
the couple had achieved in a relatively
short period of time was remarkable.

They’re a phen
ARK AND DEIRDRE
were jointly honoured
with one of the most
prestigious awards in the

racing calendar in a glittering ceremony in
London last month.

They were named winners of the
President’s Award at the
Horserace Writers and
Photographers Association’s
52nd annual Derby Awards
luncheon, which saw nearly
600 of the great and good
of racing gather to honour
the very best in the sport.
The roll call of previous
winners includes such
luminaries as Lord Oaksey,
Martin Pipe and Sir
Anthony McCoy.

But the HWPA president
Marcus Townend, racing
correspondent of the Daily
Mail, said that for the first time
the award would be a joint
honour.  While it recognised
one of the outstanding
achievements of 2018  -
namely, Mark becoming the
“winningmost” trainer in
British history   -  it was
not being awarded to
one person.

Contribution
“It is awarded to two people who are

individually impressive, but collectively
even more formidable,” he said.

“It recognises the remarkable
achievement of Mark Johnston as a trainer
and the equal contribution made to the
record-breaking totals by Deirdre
Johnston.  There could be no more worthy
winners.”

The Derby Awards lunch is named in
honour of Lord Derby, the patron of the
HWPA.  It has prize categories for
jockeys, owners and trainers, and for the
print and broadcast journalists who cover
racing. Held at the Royal Lancaster Hotel
in west London, the ceremony was
sponsored by the Qatar Racing and
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“But you do not think about it when you
are doing it,” said Deirdre.

“When you are doing it, you just get on
with the job every day. It’s amazing the
way things happen and you suddenly look
back on it and say ‘oh, I didn’t realise that
was happening as we went along’. We just
work every day and see what happens.”

Luke asked what it was like to live with

nomenal couple

Mark as “he’s so intense, so driven”.
“Well, fortunately, I’ve been completely

immersed in it all since day one. We are
on the same wave length, and that makes it
very easy,” said Deirdre.

Turning to Mark, Luke said the success
the couple had achieved had been
“unbelievable, particularly as you have
never conformed and always done your
own thing”.

Mark replied: “Training
racehorses is not something
somebody designed, it has
evolved over 300 years of
professional sport. We may
have set out thinking we
would change
everything, but in the
end we have a pretty
traditional method of
training horses.  I don’t
think you can do it that
much differently.”

Luke could not
resist a humorous dig
at his TV partner
Jason Weaver, and
asked Mark what he
really thought of the
former jockey who
rode so many of
Mark’s early winners,
and who earlier in
the proceedings had
won the Broadcaster

of the Year award.
“We were both going to change the

world, and I always thought he was the
greatest,” said Mark.

S the presentation ended to
rapturous applause, Mark and
Deirdre left the stage with Luke

saying: “You should both be so proud of
what you do”.

After the award formalities were over,
guests continued to enjoy themselves at a
luncheon event that stretched well into the
evening. But for Mark it was off to a sale
at Newmarket. And for Deirdre it was a
train home to Middleham to be ready to
ride out first lot in the morning!

wnend, President of the HWPA
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President’s Award
Mark and Deirdre Johnston

Racing Writer of the Year
Alastair Down

Racing Reporter of the Year
Bill Barber

Photographer of the Year
Edward Whitaker

Broadcaster of the Year
Jason Weaver

Flat Trainer of the Year
John Gosden

Jumps Trainer of the Year
Nicky Henderson

International Trainer 
of the Year

Charlie Appleby

Flat Jockey of the Year
Oisin Murphy

Jump Jockey of the Year
Richard Johnson

Owner of the Year
John Dance

Qatar Racing & Equestrian
Club Arabian Award

Gary Capewell

Outstanding Achievement
Award

Richard Pitman
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